The most striking feature of historical language data is probably the amount of variance, in particular variance of spelling. For example, in a Bavarian manuscript from the 16th century, written by one author, we find eight different spellings of the word ‘Kreuz’:

creuéc, crueéc, kreycz, kreucz, kreuecz, kreycz, krevecz, kruecz.

If we look at the Anselm corpus, which contains about 50 manuscripts and prints from different dialects of Early New High German (1350–1650), there are in total 50 different spellings of that word:

chrawecz, chrawecz, chrówecz, chréitz, cheuècz, chrèuecz, chréutcz, chrévctz, chrêvezc, chrêuècz, chréuècz, chréuètz, chréuêctz, chréuwctz, chréuècz, chrèucz, crêuècz, crêuècz, cruèucz, crêuèucz, cruèucz, crêuètç, crêuéctz, crêuëctz, krèitz, krèujetz, kreucz, kreucz, kreuecz, kreuvctz, kreuwctz, krewz, kreuècz, kruëcz, kruetz.

In the entire Reference Corpus of Middle High German (REM, 10501350), there are 83 spelling variants of the word ‘Teufel’ ‘devil’:

dievel, diuel, diufal, diuual, diuivil, divel, diviel, diviel, duofel, duovel, du-bel, duiel, diuvel, divel, dvoefel, dvoivel, dvowel, teufel, tevelf, thufel, thuuil, tiefel, tiefél, tiefél, tieuel, tieuuel, tieuuiil, tievel, tievil, tiefel, tiefel, tiueul, tiuuel, tiuvel, tiuvel, tiuvel, tiuvil, tivvel, tivvel, tivvel, tivvel, tubel, tubel, tueuel, tufel, tufel, tufel, tufel, tueuil, tuoriel, tuvel, tuvel, tuvel, tuvel, tuvel, tviel, tviel, tviel, tviel, tviel, tvivel, tvivel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel, tvuvel.

Some of the variance is due to graphemic variation (e.g., u vs v as in crutz vs crvtz). Other variants reflect phonetic differences between dialects (e.g., voiced d vs voiceless t as in dievel vs tievel).

I provide the full set of variants here to give the reader an impression of the extent and systematicity of the variance. For instance, looking at the variants of Teufel ‘devil’, we see that almost all of the individual word forms follow the general scheme:

1. They all start with a dental consonant (voiced or voiceless: d, t, th),
2. followed by some vowel or diphthong,
3. followed by a labiodental fricative (u, v, w, f, or combinations thereof),
4. followed by some vowel,
5. and end with l.

The variants of the word Teufel that occur in REM cover a surprisingly broad range of the forms that can be generated by the scheme above. For instance, we find dievel and tievel, but also divel and tuivel, and duivel, tuuwel, and duivel, tiufal. But also tiufal, tiufel, tiufel and tubel, tufel, tuvel, tuvel, and so on.

In my talk, I want to present some quantitative and qualitative results of spelling variance in historical data of German, but also address variance of morphological and morpho-syntactic features to some extent.

I present two different automatic approaches of normalizing variance, by mapping it either to some artificial form or to modern German. In recent work, we have used the intermediate representations of these approaches – replacement rules and Levenshtein-based mappings – for investigating diatopic variation. First results from these investigations will be presented.